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In 2018, Egyptian President H.E. Abdel Fattah El Sisi announced the launch of a government initiative to 
train 10,000 young Egyptians to become gaming and app developers within the next three years and 
support the establishment of 100 companies specialising in these sectors across Egypt and Africa.

To realise the President’s vision to cultivate and grow the gaming and applications development 
market in the region, we are proud to have launched the Africa Games and Digital Applications 
Conference and Exhibition (AGDA) 2019 from 31 October to 2 November at the Egypt International 
Exhibition Center (EIEC).. 

With the support and partnership of the Information Technology Industry Development 
Agency ‘ITIDA’ and the Ministry of Communications and Information Technology, AGDA 
was the biggest B2B platform for budding developers, publishers, technology providers, 
telecom operators, payment providers, localisation experts, content creators, 
designers and policymakers from all over Africa to engage and discuss the future 
of the industry.

Alongside the conference, there was a lively three-day international 
exhibition where companies showcased the latest game and 

app development tools and services. This gave attendees 
the opportunity to meet with leading technology 

companies, explore new partnerships and 
business opportunities, and play games 

and test apps from independent 
developers in revolutionary 

community spaces.

About AGDA

Co-located with

The event was associated and co-located 
with the wildly popular Insomnia Egypt 

Gaming Festival which launched in October 
2018 with overwhelming success. In its own 

right, Insomnia UK (the parent event of Insomnia 
Egypt) is one of the largest events of its kind in 

Europe while Insomnia Egypt is the largest 
gaming festival in Egypt. 
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2019 Event OrganiSers

BME Events

Founded in 2008, BME Events is a multi-faceted event planning and production company that 
leverage their expertise and market awareness to organise and manage events globally. 
From corporate trade shows to product launches, award ceremonies to gaming tournaments 
and most points in-between, we are experts in assessing our clients’ needs and exceeding their 
expectations. 

Over the last 11 years, we have organized events for consumers of all ages, heads of state, ministers, 
and global business communities over the globe. Together with our sister companies, we’ve got a 
broad range of skills and resources to make any event a memorable one. Headquartered in London, 
we have organised over 100 events around the world, Saudi Arabia and the Emirates. Our Middle 
East office is in Cairo, Egypt. 

ArabHardware

MENA’s #1 Gaming & Tech media channel. With an extensive network and expansive reach, 
Arabhardware are the regions indisputable leader in all topics related to Technology & Gaming. In 
addition to hundreds of new product reviews, AHW publish 3,000+ articles every year, reaching an 
audience of 25 Million per month!

King of The Map - KOTM

KOTM is a joint venture between Arabhardware & BME Events that was formed following the success 
of Insomnia Egypt Gaming Festival 2018 in Cairo. The two companies have decided to join forces in 
order to create the biggest eSports, gaming and tech consultancy in the Middle East & Africa. 
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Facts and figures

Under the
patronage of 

1 Minister

3 
days

6,000 m2 

exhibition 
hall

38
participating

companies

Egypt AppCup
Hosted at 

AGDA 
2019

Hosted at 
AGDA 
2019

MeetToMatch 
Event Partner

179 
meetings

257 
companies

12 
countries

315 
users

More than 

90% 
said they would 

recommend 
MeettoMatch 

to others

88% 
said

 MeettoMatch met or 
exceeded  their 

expectations
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AGDA 2019 inauguration 

The Minister of Communications and Information Technology H.E. Dr. Amr Talaat inaugurated the Africa 
Games and Digital Applications Conference and Exhibition (AGDA) under the title “The Future of Developing 
Digital Applications and Games in Africa.

AGDA was held within the framework of Africa App Launchpad (AAL) presidential initiative that targets 
training 10,000 Egyptian and African young people on digital games and mobile applications development 
technologies, as well as establishing 100 Egyptian and African startups in this field.

The opening ceremony was attended by the CEO of the Information Technology Industry 
Development Agency ‘ITIDA’ Hala El Gohary, and the Minister’s Advisor for Technology Innovation, Electronics 
and Training, Hossam Osman.

The conference, for which ITIDA was a government organizing partner, aimed to create a strategic platform 
for governmental and private stakeholders in Africa to support and leverage the game and app industry. 
This is in addition to providing the necessary expertise and comprehensive experience for developers and 
programmers in Egypt and Africa.

The ICT Minister, H.E. Dr. Talaat. said during his speech that digital games are not just an entertainment and 
fun tool, they have rather become a serious and key industry underpinning IT economics in major countries. 
He added that the game and interactive media industry achieved revenues of around 120 billion dollars 
worldwide in 2018, and is expected to hit 130 billion dollars by the end of this year, and 200 billion dollars by 
2022. He further highlighted that this industry has become an important tool that effectively contributes to 
improving and developing education, and raising awareness in all life aspects.

Moreover, the ICT Minister stated that the Ministry of Communications and Information Technology (MCIT) is 
implementing AAL presidential initiative. He said that more than 5,000 young people from 19 African countries 
registered for the initiative since its launch last year, and called on the attending youth to join the initiative 
through registering on the platform that ITIDA launched.

H.E. Dr. Talaat asserted that the training programs in digital games development are available for free for the 
youth enrolled in the initiative. AAL targets establishing 100 startups in this field within three years using ITIDA’s 
support of new ideas through training, business accelerators, and bringing together investors and startups. He 
said that investors are eager to support young people and develop their ideas by turning them into products 
that live up to compete in global markets.

Held in conjunction with Insomnia Egypt Gaming Festival, AGDA provided an opportunity for transferring 
knowledge and sharing experiences through leveraging various workshops in different programming areas, 
provided by experts from international game design and development companies, such as Epic and Unity.

This is in addition to holding a number of technical activities, panel sessions and 
presentations provided by local and international companies, bringing 
together publishers, telecom operators, e-payment companies 
and content creators.
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GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES 

Next Technology Leaders

Egyptian President H.E. Abdel Fattah El Sisi launched the technology learning initiative “Next Technology 
Leaders (NTL)” to build the capacity of young calibers on the latest information, communications, and 
electronics technologies. The Ministry of Communications and Information Technology (MCIT) leads to 
executing the NTL Initiative through the Technology Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center of the 
Information Technology Industry Development Agency. Capacity building is to be orchestrated through 
the establishment of the integral, practical, high-quality learning ecosystem, centered on the learner 
and supported by a distinctive content prepared through the collaborative effort of top universities and 
leading companies and is made available on globally leading MOOC platforms. The ecosystem is inclusive 
of a nationwide network of study group mentors that coaches learners and stimulate the learning process. 
A network of project reviewers also assesses and improve learning outcomes.

African App Launchpad

Egyptian President H.E. Abdel Fattah El Sisi announced the African App Launchpad initiative within the 
closing ceremony of the World Youth Forum (WYF) 2018 on Nov 6, 2018 in Sharm El Sheikh, Egypt.

The African App Launchpad (AAL) initiative is an Africa-wide platform aiming to build the capacity of Youth 
from Egypt and the other African States and foster the establishment of sustainable start-ups in the area 
of the advanced ever-changing app and game technologies.

AAL targets building the capacity of ten thousand learners and establishing one hundred start-ups. AAL 
works by availing a high-quality, technology-learning online platform through crowd-sourcing top online 
content developed by prestigious universities and leading companies, and delivered through three leading 
MOOCs; Coursera, edX, and Udacity.
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GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES 

Next Coders Program

Egyptian President H.E. Abdel Fattah El Sisi launched the Future Technology Pioneers Initiative to equip 
young people with the latest ICT technologies and electronics with a high-quality, technology-driven 
application platform based on world-class e-learning platforms developed through a partnership of the 
best universities and companies worldwide. By including classroom networks that are helpful, stimulating 
and review networks to evaluate learners’ projects.

As the world adopts an increasing trend to integrate programming at all levels of education because 
it has an effective impact on students in the areas of creative development, enabling critical thinking 
and acquiring problem-solving skills, thus improving the overall performance of the learning process 
and student outcomes. A form of programming that has become a strategic tool for the well-being of 
humanity and civilized development. Over the next decade, there will be a severe shortage of qualified 
programmers in light of the enormous increase in needs.

Therefore, the Future Technology Pioneers initiative includes a basic program for training school students 
in the program of “Future Programmers”, which targets 5,000 students from the first grade of secondary 
schools from all governorates of the Republic to serve as a nucleus for programming capacity building in 
schools. The future of the programmers is qualified.

Egypt AppCup

Egypt AppCup was a challenge launched in September in collaboration between Huawei Technologies and 
the Technology Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center (TIEC) affiliated with ITIDA, and hosted by AGDA, 
to create innovative solutions based on mobile phones and android apps, to support transportation, 
health and tourism sectors. 

It was organized for university students and fresh graduates in Egypt who are creative, and want 
to practice developing android applications. This is a platform for youth to practice and encourage 
innovation.  Following AGDA’s inauguration by the Minister of Communications and Information 
Technology, H.E. Dr. Amr Talaat, the ICT Minister presented the awards to the winning teams of Egypt 
AppCup competition.

1st Place 
60,000 EGP

2nd Place 
40,000 EGP

3rd Place
30,000 EGP
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GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES 

Huawei Developer Day 

Huawei Developer Day took place at AGDA. It is the new eco-construction strategy and 
showcasing of Huawei global intelligent distribution platform with a range of open 
capabilities and one-stop services for partners.

At the Developers Day, Huawei introduced the Huawei Mobile Services (HMS) – the 
ecosystem based on the core framework of Huawei Mobile Services (HMS Core 
and Capabilities) and Developer Services. To date, HMS Core has opened 
14 capabilities to help developers build high-quality applications at low 
cost and shorter time. With HMS Core, developers will leverage Huawei 
unique high technology such as 50X zoom, super night mode, 
and GPU Turbo for faster and better user experiences. It will 
continuously improve the app user volume and activity, 
which will benefit in Huawei smartphone 
users’ experiences.

99
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Speakers

SPEAKERS 2019

○	 H.E Dr. Amr Talaat, Minister, Ministry of   
 Communication and Information Technology,   
 Egypt 
○	 Eng. Hala Elgohary, CEO, ITIDA
○	 Dr. Hossam Othman, VP, ITIDA
○	 Robert Fissel, VP and GM, PlayStation Middle   
 East, Africa, Turkey and India
○	 Ali Riza Kucuk, Regional Consumer Director, 
 Intel Corporation
○	 Adam Xiao, Managing Director, MENA Mobile   
 Services, Huawei Consumer Business Group
○	 Samer Wagdy, CEO, GB Arena
○	 Ed Wills, Head of Education Services, EMEA,   
 Unity Technologies
○	 Johana Riquier, Business Development Manager
 - Games Division - Enterprise Partners, Unity   
 Technologies
○	 Joseph Azzam, Technical Evangelist, Epic Games

○	 Sahar Salama, CEO & Founder, TPAY Mobile
○	 Paulo Luis Santos, Head of Studio, Flux Games
○	 Ahmed Fouad, CEO and Co-Founder, Rumbling   
 Games Studio
○	 Mohamed Kapiel, Game Creative Director, Nibla 
Games
○	 Omar Shalata, Game Design Director, Nibla   
 Games
○	 Paolo Rizzardini, Chief Commercial Officer,   
 Mondia
○	 Kevin Bravo, Partner, 2nd Potion
○	 Rana Nashaat, Game Art Director, Nibla Games
○	 Nourhan Ashraf, VR Unity Developer, Nibla   
 Games
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Exhibition 

Alongside the conference, there was a lively three-day international exhibition which was free for visitors 
to attend where companies showcased their latest game and app development tools and services. At the 
exhibition,attendees had the opportunity to: visit and network with leading technology companies, explore 
new partnerships and business opportunities, play games and test apps from independent developers in 
revolutionary community spaces, and much more. 

33 Exhibiting companies 

○	 Ministry of Communication &  
 Information Technology 
○	 WE
○	 ITIDA
○	 Huawei 
○	 Consoliads
○	 Tpay
○	 Nespresso
○	 Meet to Match
○	 Oxford Business Group 
○	 Aspire training solutions
○	 Bayan Tech

○	 Cloud4Rain
○	 Dgtlhub
○	 Largelabs
○	 LifetimeCode
○	 TRANSTEC-EG
○	 WGE Language Consultancy
○	 Appenza Studio
○	 Apps Innovate
○	 Apps Square
○	 e-Ramo
○	 Hadaf Solutions
○	 Kenrys

○	 Nahr Dev
○	 Nilecode
○	 Rumbling Studio
○	 Sendian Creations
○	 XApps
○	 Null Dies / Robusta
○	 GB Arena
○	 Nibla Studios
○	 Games:net
○	 VR/AR Association

Exhibitor Feedback

93%
said they 

had a great
experience

80%
would

exhibit again
next year

84% 
of exhibitors 

achieved 
their goals

89% 
thought the event 

was well 
attended
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Exhibition 

Visitor Audience

AGDA had 3,000 attendees over three days, from students to web and game developers to IT 
professionals and policy markers, attending from universities, Ministries, and companies such as DiTri, 
Youmaku Games, Intel, Huawei, Adjust GmbH, Raskulls Game Studio, Rumbling Games Studio, Dunpix, 
SemiCode and more. 

92%
are very likely to

recommend AGDA to
their friends and

colleagues

90%
said they have

enjoyed visiting
AGDA

93%
said they woul

 visit AGDA
2020

Testimonials 

      Digital games are not just an entertainment 
and fun tool, they have rather become a serious 
and key industry underpinning IT economics in 
major countries. Gaming and interactive media 
industry achieved revenues of around 120 billion 
dollars worldwide in 2018, and is expected to hit 
130 billion dollars by the end of this year, and 200 
billion dollars by 2022. This industry has become 
an important tool that effectively contributes to 
improving and developing education, and raising 
awareness in all life aspects. 
H.E. Dr. Amr Talaat, Minister of Communications 
and Information Technology

     AGDA Egypt was a great initiative gathering 
gaming talent and digital platforms from around the 
globe. MENA is amongst the top emerging regions 
in gaming industry with a lot of growing potential 
and It was great to see the gaming ecosystem 
growing through AGDA. Looking forward to the next 
season with even more talent.
Asad Mahmood, Founder, ConsoliAds

     Not only do we support gaming for the 
consumers, we are now also focusing on 
developing the developers. As you may know 
Gamers consume high quantities of Internet and 
we believe Gaming is the natural development of 
the IT sector in Egypt. 
Mohamed Abo-Taleb, Vice President  & Chief 
Commercial Officer, WE

       It was a very nice experience, WGE Language 
Consultancy team enjoyed the vibes, and the 
networking opportunity. I was impressed to meet 
with young techies, and software developers. I 
highly recommend AGDA conference for future 
entrepreneurs and developers.
Ahmed Elmiligy, Operation Manager, WGE 
Language Consultancy
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We would like to thank 
everyone who participated at 
the Africa Games and Digital 
Applications Conference and 
Exhibition (AGDA) 2019.

Thank you for 
helping us make this 
event a success. 

We look forward to 
seeing you next year!

www.africagda.com


